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Overview:

01 Paint - Stroke 
02 Paint - Stroke (follow)
03 Paint - Stroke (full)
04 Paint - Stroke (dry)
05 Paint - Roller 
06 Paint - Roller (wet-mix)
07 Paint - Roller (dust)
08 Paint - Roller (pressure)
09 Paint - Full
10 Paint - Full (pressure)
11 Paint - Full (wet-mix)
12 Paint - Full (follow)
13 Paint - Rough
14 Paint - Raw
15 Paint - Brush
16 Paint - Broad
17 Paint - Broad (wet-mix)
18 Paint - Broad (pressure)
19 Paint - Hard
20 Paint - Hard (wet-mix)

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

Chisel - Dry
Chisel - Dry (pressure)
Chisel - Dry (follow)
Chisel - Fine
Chisel - Fine (pressure)
Chisel - Fine (follow)
Chisel - Splatter
Chisel - Splatter (follow)
Chisel - Chunky
Chisel - Chunky (follow)
Chisel - Edge
Chisel - Tex
Chisel - Tex (pressure)
Chisel - Paint
Chisel - Paint (tex)
Chisel - Paint (pressure)
Chisel - Paint (jitter)
Chisel - Dust
Chisel - Raw

Round - Raw 
Round - Raw (full)
Round - Raw (pressure)
Round - Tex
Round - Tex (wet-mix)
Round - Tex (faded)
Round - Rough
Round - Rough (pressure)
Round - Rough (wet-mix)
Round - Jitter
Round - Jitter (pressure)
Round - Gravel

Felt tip - Paint
Felt tip - Flow 
Felt tip - Rough
Felt tip - Tex
Felt tip - Tex (hard)
Felt tip - Tex (fine)
Felt tip - Faded
Brush - Fine
Brush - Rough
Brush - Nylon

Ruling - Tex
Ruling - Rough
Ruling - Rough (follow)
Ruling - Hard
Ruling - Round
Ruling - Dirty
Ruling - Splatter
Ruling - Splatter (fine)
Ruling - Splatter (hard)

Schlummerpinsell IV
Drip - Short
Drip - Long
Drip - Hard
Splash
Sprinkle
Sprinkle 2
Splatter - Long
Splatter - Long (random)
Splatter - Curved
Blot
Blot (curved)
Blot (long)

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61

62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70

71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83

Paint

Felt & Brush Ruling Extras

Chisel Round
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Paint - Roller#05
A paint roller like brush. Great for those bold letters you 
can see in the example on the right. You can check the 
worksheets folder for this style.

You have three stages, that you can achieve through level 
of pressure you apply to your pencil.

No Pressure
Dry paint roller effect

Light Pressure
Full paint effect

Hard Pressure
Dry lines effect

Paint - Stroke

Paint - Stroke (follow)

#01

#02

#04

#03

Paint - Stroke (dry)

Paint - Stroke (full)

Check out the PaintBrush Worksheets that go along with these brushes. 

You can control the texture through the pres-
sure. More pressure = more texture

This brush has a broad tip and comes with a fine 
dry texture. 

This brush is building up on the previous brush.
The shape and texture are following your 
movements, so you get this rounded shape 
which is great for this “paint roller” like style. 

You can control the texture through the pres-
sure. More pressure = more texture

This brush has a dry and fine texture. The shape and 
texture follow your movements. 
 
You can control the texture through the pressure. 
More pressure = more texture

This one has less texture and is inspired by a
full brush stroke. You can get slight textures if 
you apply more pressure and you can get a 
fading out effect, if you apply light pressure at 
the end of the stroke.

Paint 01

1 12

2

3

3
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#06 Paint - Roller (wet-mix)

Building up on the previous paint roller brush, this one
has some additional wet mix settings.
You also have those three stages you can control
through the pressure. 

#07 Paint - Roller (dust)
Paint Roller (dust) is an alternative to the Paint Roller 
brush with some additional details you can get while 
applying less pressure. 
You can have the three stages for this brush as well. 
There are slightly less visibile, because of the addition-
al details.

No Pressure
Wet paint effect

Light Pressure
Full paint effect

Hard Pressure
Dry lines effect

1
1

2

2

3

3

#09

#11

#10

#08

Paint - Full

Paint - Full (wet-mix)

Paint - Full (pressure)

Paint - Roller (pressure)

This brush is inspired by lettering I saw, made with a 
broad brush and acryllic paint. 
You have the striking lines that you can control with the 
pressure. 

More pressure = more visible lines.   

This brush has slightly more wet settings and an all in 
all darker shade.

Around 30% Size you can see some additional details 
on the edges of the brush. 

Building up on the previous brush, this one is pressure 
sensitive and also has a slighty harder texture.
 
Around 30% size you can see some additional details 
on the edges of the brush.

Following up on the previous brush, this brush has 
the additional pressure settings. That gives you a new 
feeling on how to work with this texture.

01 Paint
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#12 Paint - Full (follow)
Similar to the previous two brushes, this one has 
additional setting, so the shape and texture are follow-
ing your movement giving you a rounded paint brush 
like texture.
The size is pressure sensitive, but it also works great 
for monoline letters.

Paint - Rough#13

#14

#15

Paint - Raw

Paint - Brush

Building up on this paint look form the previous brushes, 
this one has a rough shape and texture to it with additional 
details. 

This brush has a broad tip and is not pressure sen-
sitive. It works great for bold letters and gets less 
opaque the longer you write with it. 
 
You can use this to make the strokes look like they 
were on top of each other. 

A Pressure sensitive brush made for more classic brush 
pen calligraphy, with a slight texture. 
You can make the brush less oppac, by applying less 
pressure. 
This gives you the possibility to create depth within 
your letters through pressure. 

01 Paint

#17

#18

#16

Paint - Broad (wet-mix)

Paint - Broad (tex)

Paint - Broad

Building up on the previous brush, this brush has 
additional water color settings. 
When you apply less pressure the stroke becomes less 
opaque. 
You can use that to create depth within your letters.

This brush has a heavy texture and is pressure sen-
sitive. The shape and texture is quite random which 
creates a dirty and rough look. 
 

This brush has a broad tip with a rough paint texture.

You can control the texture with the pressure.
More Pressure = Less texture 
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Chisel 02

#20 Paint - Hard (wet-mix)
This brush is building up on the previous one and 
comes with a wet mix. Additionally it has a slight 
pressure sensitivity.
  
You can control the wetness with the pressure.
This brush is not pressure sensitive and keeps a 
consistent size. 

#22

#23

#21

Chisel - Dry (pressure)

Chisel - Dry (follow)

Chisel - Dry

Similiar to the previous brush, this one is pressure 
sensitive. It also gives you more texture, when you 
apply more pressure. This gives you these classic lines.

Building up on the previous brushes, this one has a 
shape and a texture that follows your movements.
Other than the previous follow brushes, this one has 
clean and sharp lines.

This brush is inspired by a dry chisel marker texture.
You can control the texture with the pressure.This looks 
the best if you start with light pressure and apply more 
pressure in the middle part of the stroke and end again 
with light pressure. So, you have a full stroke at the be-
ginning and in the and, as well a texture in the middle.

More pressure = more texture. 

End a stroke with light to no 
pressure to get this fading off 
effect!

End a stroke with light to no 
pressure to get this fading off 
effect!

#19 Paint - Hard
For this one I wanted to create a brush that has a 
hard characteristic and simulates fast brush strokes.
This brush is not pressure sensitive and keeps a 
consistent size.
 

 

01 Paint
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#24

#25

Chisel - Fine

Chisel - Fine (pressure)

This brush is build similar to the previous brushes and 
comes with a more fine line texture.
You can control the texture with the pressure.

More pressure = more texture  

Following a similar sheme than the previous brush 
group, this is a pressure sensitive brush.
 You can controll the texture with the pressure.

More pressure = more texture 

Chisel- Fine (follow)#26

#27 Chisel - Splatter

You can control the texture with the pressure.
You can achieve three stages of texture:

This brush gives you some additional details when you 
apply more pressure. 
You can control the texture with the pressure.

More pressure = more texture

#28

#29

Chisel - Splatter (follow)

Chisel - Chunky

Building up on the previous brush, the shape and 
texture are following your movements.
You can control the texture with the pressure.

More pressure = more texture

Unless the previous brushes, this one has a more bold 
shape. 
You can control the texture with the pressure.

More pressure = more texture

No Pressure
Dry jitter effect

Light Pressure
Full paint effect

Hard Pressure
Dry lines effect

1 12

2

3

3

02 Chisel
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#35 Chisel - Paint (tex)
Building up on the previous brush this one has a 
heavier texture and is not pressure sensitive.

#34 Chisel - Paint
Using a similar shape, this brush has a more full texture 
and is pressure sensitive.

#33 Chisel - Tex (pressure)
This brush is building up on the previous one and it 
is pressure sensitive. You get get those dry and rough 
lines by applying less pressure and as you go up with 
the pressure the more you get a full paint like stroke. 

#32 Chisel - Tex
This brush has a wet mix to it and gets more watery 
and opaque by applying less pressure.
You can also control the texture a little bit with the 
pressure. 

More pressure = less texture.

#31 Chisel - Edge
That is a more funky brush for a change. You can 
control the overall look with the pressure.

This can be broke down into 3 stages: 

No Pressure
Dry jitter effect

Light Pressure
Full paint effect

1
1

2

2

3

Hard Pressure
Edge effect

3

#30 Chisel - Chunky (follow)
Building up on the previous brush, the shape and 
texture are following your movements.
You can control the texture with the pressure.

More pressure = more texture 

To get the most ot out of this brush, 
start with light pressure, go over to 
more pressure and end again on 
light pressure!

01 Paint
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Round 03

#37

#39

#38

#36

Chisel - Paint (jitter)

Chisel - Raw

Chisel - Dust

Chisel - Paint (pressure)

This brush is pessure sensitive and has a jitter effect 
that is visible on one of the edges of the brush, giving 
you a dry paint like feel while writing. 

Initially planned as a ruling pen brush, it has a rough 
texture with a lot of details. 

This brush is pressure sensitive.

This brush was more of a happy accident, that hap-
pend while working on the ruling brushes. 

It has quite a funky texture to it and you can give your 
letter unique shape.

Following up on the previous brush this brush has the 
additional pressure settings, giving you a new feeling on 
how to work with this texture.

#40 Round - Raw
This first round tip brush is a monoline brush. 
You can play with the pressure, to get different shades 
of the brush as well as a different texture. 

Applying less pressure will give you a slightly less opac 
stroke as well as a heavier texture. You can use that to 
make the strokes appear like they are on top of each 
other.

Apply little to no pressure to 
get a dry fading out effect.

No Pressure
Dry lines effect

Light Pressure
Wet and less opaque

Hard Pressure
Full paint effect

1
1

2

2

3

3

44

02 Chisel
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#41

#43

#42

#44

Round - Raw (full)

Round - Tex

Round - (pressure)

Round - Tex (wet-mix)

Similiar to the previous brush, it has less texture and 
a slightly watery look. You can use that to make the 
strokes appear like they are on top of each other.
You can control this with the pressure.

Less pressure = more of a watery look

This brush has a very hard and sharp texture.
You can control it with the pressure.

More pressure = More texture.

Building up on the previous brush, this one has
additional pressure sensitive settings. 

Similar to the previous brush, it has additional wet mix 
settings that get triggered by applying less pressure.

More pressure gives you more texture and less of the 
wet look.

Round - Tex (faded)#45

#46 Round - Rough

Following the same shape and texture, this brush is 
changing the opacity depending on the pressure.

You can use that to make the strokes appear like they
are on top of each other.

Less Pressure = more fade

This brush has a hard texture with no shades, that gets 
triggered by applying more pressure.

Check out the RoundTip Worksheets that go along with these brushes. 

Applying less pressure changes 
the opacity of the stroke!

03 Round
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#47

#49

#51

#50

#48

Round - Rough (pressure)

Round - Jitter

Round - Gravel

Round - Jitter (pressure)

Round - Rough (wet-mix)

Building up on the previous brush, this brush has addi-
tional pressure settings that makes it pressure sensitive.

Following a similar shape than the previous brush, you
get a jitter effect, when you apply less pressure. 

Building up on the previous brush, this one gives 
you that jitter effect all the time and a slightly less
oppac stroke if you apply less pressure.

That is a more funky brush for a change. By applying 
more pressure you get a more destructive like shape.

More pressure = more texture 

This round tip has a slight texture and additional water 
color settings. 
You get the most out of the brush, by changing the 
pressure, while you are making the strokes.

Check out the FeltTip Worksheets that go along with these brushes. 

#53 Felt tip - Flow
Similar to the previous brush, it is pressure
sensitive and gets a little less opaque while applying 
less pressure.

Inspired by a felt tip brush pen dipped in ink, you get 
those classic lines by applying more pressure. 

More pressure = More texture

#52 Felt tip - Paint

03 Round

Felt & Brush 04
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#55

#54

#56

Felt tip - Tex

Felt tip - Rough

Felt tip - Tex (hard)

This brush has a felt tip shape, but comes with a lot 
texture! You can control the texture with the pressure.

I recommend starting with light pressure, applying 
more pressure in the middle of stroke and ending again 
with light pressure to get a realistic look!

More pressure = more texture

This one has a rough texture, that gets triggered by 
applying more pressure. This brush also changes 
its size a little bit, while applying more pressure. 

Similar to the previous brush, this one has a slight 
harder texture! 

I recommend starting with light pressure, applying 
more pressure in the middle of stroke and ending again 
with light pressure to get a realistic look!

More pressure = more texture

Felt tip - Tex (fine)#57

#58 Felt tip - Faded

Following the same idea as the previous brushes,
this brush a more fine and detailed texture.

I recommend starting with light pressure, applying 
more pressure in the middle of stroke and ending again 
with light pressure to get a realistic look!

More pressure = more texture

This brush will give you a faded look on your strokes.
This effect gets triggered the moment you change from 
light pressure to harder pressure. 
This particular works good for script!

#59 Brush - Fine
This one has a really rough and fine texture, with some
additional details. 

More pressure = less texture

Applying more pressure gives you 
more texture and a slight bigger 
brush!

Going from light pressure to 
harder pressure will add a fading 
like texture to your stroke!

04 Felt & Brush
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Ruling 05

#61

#60

Brush - Nylon

Brush - Rough

Similar to the previous brush, this brush gives you a dry 
nylon brush pen like texture.

More pressure = more texture

This brush is pressure sensitive and gives you slightly
more texture by applying more pressure. 

More pressure = more texture

#62 Ruling - Tex
A simple ruling brush, that gives you this breaking out 
ink tremble effect by applying more pressure. 

More pressure = more breakout

#63 Ruling - Rough
Similar to the previous brush, this one has slight less
rough look and less texture. 

More pressure = more breakout

05 Ruling

Applying more pressure gives you 
a rougher look as well as more 
details!

Applying more pressure gives you 
a rougher look!

Applying more pressure gives you 
more texture!
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05 Felt & Brush

#65

#64

#66

Ruling - Hard

Ruling - Rough (follow)

Ruling - Round

This brush has a very hard shape. By applying more 
pressure the shape get rougher.

More pressure = more texture

This brush has a breakout look that pulls through
the entire strokes. The shape is following your 
movements, which gives it this rounded look.

The standing out lines, will orientate depending on how 
you started the stroke.

A round tip with a ruling pen like look. You can control
the texture with your pressure.

More pressure = more texture

Ruling - Dirty#67

#68 Round - Splatter

By applying pressure this brush will give you sharp
breakouts and splatter like details. 

More pressure = more details and breakout

By applying pressure this brush will give you sharp
breakouts and splatter like details. 

More pressure = more splatter  and breakout

#69

#70

Ruling - Splatter (fine)

Ruling - Splatter (hard)

This brush gives you sharp jitter and a range
of fine splatters. You can control this with the pressure.

More pressure = more details.

This brush gives you hard jitter and wider a range
of splatters. You can controll this with the pressure.

More pressure = more details.

Check out the RulingPen Worksheets that go along with these brushes. 

05 Ruling
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Extras 06

#72

#75

#76

#71

Drip - Short (wet-mix)

Splash

Sprinkle

Schlummerpinsel IV

A drip brush with a wet look. Perfect way
to spice up your work and goes along with
the other brushes.

A simple rounded fading out tip with a wet mix. 
You can use this brush for backgrounds or details. 

A simple sprinkle brush. These sprinkles have a slight 
highlight and shadow to go along with the paint look.

This is a brush I included in almost all my brush packs 
so far and is a classic round tip & pressure senstive 
brush. 
For this 4th version it has a rough shape with a slight 
wet mix. Great for adding details!

Sprinkle 2#77

#78 Splatter (long)

This sprinkle brush is more a water color sprinkle, 
to go along with the water color brushes.

A single splatter. It orientates according to your screen. 
So, you can simply rotate the canvas to place it in the 
direction you want.
Made to go along with the paint brushes.

06 Extras

#74

#73

Drip - Hard

Drip - Long (wet-mix)

A basic drip stemp to add to your strokes, for an even 
more rough and dirty look. 

A long drip brush with a wet look and the splash effect 
on the tip. Perfect way to spice up your work and goes 
along with the other brushes.
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#80

#81

#82

#83

Splatter - Long (curved)

Blot

Blot (curved)

Blot (long)

A single curved splatter. It orientates according to your 
screen. So you can simply rotate the canvas to place 
it in the direction you want. Made to go along with the 
paint brushes.

A single blot. It orientates according to your screen. 
So you can simply rotate the canvas to place it in the 
direction you want. Made to go along with the paint 
brushes.

A single curved blot. It orientates according to your 
screen. So you can simply rotate the canvas to place 
it in the direction you want. Made to go along with the 
paint brushes.

A single long blot. It orientates according to your 
screen. So you can simply rotate the canvas to place 
it in the direction you want. Made to go along with the 
paint brushes.

06 Extras

#79 Splatter - Long (random)
A single splatter. The direction is random and imitates 
paint splatters. Made to go along with the paint 
brushes.


